Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.
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5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.
FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE
Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Many of the new finish cards and memo samples will be available in the literature center in mid-late July. Please reference the digital cards and the online Fabrics & Finishes pages available online. PET available 09/01/2020.

Palette 7

Panel | Screen fabric: AIS | Mirador | Pacific
Laminate: Maritime Dune
Paint: Grey Value 1
Seat back mesh: Upton Stow | Striped Mesh | White-Black
Seat upholstery: AIS | Durdle | Smoke
Ped upholstery: AIS | Terrain | Bluebird

Palette 8

Panel fabric: AIS | Engage | Rain Cloud
Glass: Berman Aqui
Laminate: Dark Rum Cherry
Paint: Grey Value 1
Seat back mesh: Natick Bolton | Solid Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: AIS | Gem | Stream

Palette 9

Screen fabric: AIS | Palette | Birch Bark
Laminate: True White
Paint: Dark Tone
Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: AIS | Medley | Cherry

Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.
FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE
Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.

Palette 10

Screen fabric: AIS | Beehave | Gris
Laminate: Looks Likatre
Paint: Innertone
Seat back mesh: Natick Bolton | Graduated Stripe Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: alta | Frock | Manta
Ped upholstery: AIS | Zagger | Leaf

Palette 11

Panel fabric: AIS | Engage | Denim
Laminate: Brazilwood
Paint: Grey Value 1
Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: Mayer | Fedora | Light Grey

Palette 12

Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Chatham
Laminate: Midwest Maple
Paint: Satin White
Seat back mesh: Natick Bolton | Solid Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: AIS | Stamper | Halo
Ped upholstery: AIS | Gem | Spice

Many of the new finish cards and memo samples will be available in the literature center in mid-late July. Please reference the digital cards and the online Fabrics & Finishes pages available online. PET available 09/01/2020.
FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE

Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Many of the new finish cards and memo samples will be available in the literature center in mid-late July. Please reference the digital cards and the online Fabrics & Finishes pages available online. PET available 09/01/2020.

Noteworthy:

1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.
FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE

Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Many of the new finish cards and memo samples will be available in the literature center in mid-late July. Please reference the digital cards and the online Fabrics & Finishes pages available online. PET available 09/01/2020.

Palette 16

Panel fabric: AIS | Engage | Denim
Paint: Dark Tone
Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: AIS | Gem | Stream
Ped upholstery: AIS | Durdle | Cayenne

Palette 17

LB Lounge back: Camira | Blazer | Plymouth
LB Lounge seat: Camira | Blazer | Newcastle
Paint: Satin White
Pierce poly: Surf

Palette 18

Panel fabric: AIS | Cape Cod | Harwich
Screen fabric: AIS | Palette | Lichen
Paint: Satin White
Glass: Frosted
Seat back mesh: Natick Bolton | Solid Mesh | Grey
Seat upholstery: AIS | Gem | Stream
Ped upholstery: AIS | Zagger | Cloud

Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.
Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE

Noteworthy:

1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.

Palette 19

Laminate: True White
Paint: Metallic Silver
Screen fabric: AIS | Beehave | Carnelian
Seat back mesh: Natick Bolton | Graduated Stripe Mesh | Orange
Seat upholstery: AIS | Medley | Lead
Ped upholstery: AIS | 5way | Whirlpool
Seat upholstery: AIS | Gem | Cliff

Palette 20

Laminate: Storm
Paint: Satin White
Panel fabric: AIS | Beehave | Pear
Seat back mesh: Upton Stow | Striped Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: AIS | Medley | Night Sky
Ped upholstery: AIS | Zagger | Ink

Palette 21

Laminate: Chalk
Paint: Champagne Metallic
Screen fabric: AIS | Palette | Chamomile
Seat back mesh: Devens | Solid Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: AIS | Gem | Cliff

Many of the new finish cards and memo samples will be available in the literature center in mid-late July. Please reference the digital cards and the online Fabrics & Finishes pages available online. PET available 09/01/2020.
FINISHES THAT MAKE SENSE

Fabric, Laminate & Paint Pairings

Many of the new finish cards and memo samples will be available in the literature center in mid-late July. Please reference the digital cards and the online Fabrics & Finishes pages available online. PET available 09/01/2020.

Palette 22

Screen: PET Acoustic | Light Grey
Paint: Satin White
Laminate: Absolute Acajou
Seat back mesh: Natick Bolton | Graduated Stripe Mesh | Black
Seat upholstery: AIS | Medley | Ebony
Ped upholstery: AIS | Stamper | Domino

Palette 23

Panel | Screen fabric: AIS | Mirador | Storm
Screen fabric: AIS | Palette | Iron
Paint: Satin White
Seat back mesh: Upton Stow | Striped Mesh | Red-Black
Seat upholstery: AIS | Palette | Sumac
Ped upholstery: AIS | Zagger | Cardinal

Palette 24

Panel | Screen fabric: AIS | Mirador | Navy Blue
Paint: Metallic Silver
Laminate: White Chocolate
Upholstery: AIS | Wellesley | Ocean
Upholstery: AIS | Zagger | Marine
Upholstery: AIS | Zagger | Leaf

Noteworthy:
1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-banding will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.
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Noteworthy:

1. The colors on this card are digital representations. Please refer to an actual sample before finalizing your finish selections for orders.
2. AIS Grade A laminates come with matching edge banding. However, if your laminate is not a grade A, the edge-band will not match. Please work to specify a contrasting or different edge banding. (Minimum qts required for custom edge-banding. Please see Customer Service.)
3. AIS can support many COMs. Please be sure to work with Customer Service should you wish to explore this option. AIS has many pre-approved COMs - visit https://www.ais-inc.com/resources/fabrics-and-finishes/pre-approved-coms for a complete list.
4. Please reference the AIS pricelist or libraries to fully understand specification rules for colors/materials/finishes.
5. All non-Grade A materials shown in blue.